
 

China lifts Great Firewall for golf World
Cup
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Customers are seen in an internet cafe in Beijing in May 2011. International golf
stars, spectators and media at the World Cup on the southern Chinese island of
Hainan are enjoying uncensored Internet access denied to 1.3 billion Chinese.

International golf stars, spectators and media at the World Cup on the
southern Chinese island of Hainan are enjoying uncensored Internet
access denied to 1.3 billion Chinese.

China's communist leaders maintain strict control over what the
country's huge online population can see, blocking sensitive content as
part of a vast censorship system known as the Great Firewall.

But the Hong Kong brothers who own the five-star Mission Hills golf
complex in Hainan have used their close ties with Beijing to guarantee
unprecedented open service during the November 23-27 event.
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Those staying at or visiting the resort are all seeing unfiltered content,
meaning Rory McIlroy and Graeme McDowell, both US Open winners
and regular tweeters, can log onto sites including Twitter, Facebook and
YouTube.

"We just make the free will of communication and the Internet
accessible and easy for everyone," one of the two brothers, Tenniel Chu,
told AFP.

"It is only available in the resort and it is up to the preference and
options of the guests if they choose to use it or not."

The Chu brothers -- sons of the late "father of Chinese golf", industry
tycoon David Chu -- have been granted a permit to bypass restrictions
and link up to a server in Hong Kong.

They are offering unrestricted wifi access in the complex's clubhouse,
shops, hotel, restaurants, cafes, spa and media centre.

And they have succeeded where the International Olympic Committee
failed -- such web freedom was demanded by the IOC but denied during
the 2008 Beijing Games.

Some 300 Chinese journalists attending the golfing spectacle and those
fans holding one of the 120,000 tickets sold for the event are also able to
have a peep at the outside online world.

They can freely log on to banned sites which openly criticise the Chinese
government's controversial policies on human rights, Tibetan
independence and religion.

A small number of international hotels in a few major cities also have
greater freedoms to allow overseas guests better access.
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But international journalists covering the World Cup questioned the
access, concerned it gives a false impression of China's heavily regulated
Internet service.

"It is quite extraordinary that the World Cup organisers are providing a
privilege denied to 1.3 billion Chinese," said London's Daily Telegraph
sports journalist Oliver Brown.

"The concern is that many of the players, already highly pampered and
insulated from the real China inside their five-star resort, will just
assume that this kind of open access is the norm across the country."

(c) 2011 AFP
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